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On 24th May we had 7230 trees in our database and 9885 photographs 

Welcome to the latest issue, which marks the 7th anniversary of Tree Watch!   

In that first issue (May 2009) and in several since I’ve included ‘Sadly 
Departed’ where one of our trees has died or been felled; but it would 
be nice to feature trees that have survived against the odds (such as 
the St Paul’s Cedar MRN 180 – see Tree Watch #25 p3) and so I’ve 
introduced a new category – ‘Then and Now…’ and would like you to 
send me any examples of trees that have been “saved”.  The idea was 
prompted by this ‘Tree of the Week’  photo on our website.  The tree 
appears to have been severely pruned and since the photo was dated 
2010, I wondered what it was like now.  Malcolm Inglis very kindly 
went out to see and sent me the photos on page 9.  Incidentally it was 
Malcolm who suggested the name for this newsletter. 

Of course ‘Then and Now…’ could also feature historic photos of old 
trees.  There was one such example in that first issue.  The article 
was called ‘Linking current and historic trees’, and featured a photo 
from 1900 of MRN 2630 in Mill Lane, Sindlesham.   

Following our successful AGM in March, I’m delighted to report that 
we now have a Chairman and a full complement of officers.  See page 
2 for a list of the new officers and committee members and a note 
from our new chairman. 

This month I’m in the very happy position of having several contributions.  I’m sure you’ll all find a lot of 
interest here.  Thank you to all our contributors – and perhaps it will encourage others to send in articles. 

I regret that there was an error in the last issue.  In the “Trees at Risk” article by Derek Oxbrough, 
photos 2 and 3 were reversed with respect to the caption.  Many apologies for that.  It has been 
corrected in the version on the website. 

The next issue of Tree Watch will be August 2016 and the copy deadline is 31st July.  If you have 
comments or responses to anything in this issue or contributions for future issues please send them to:  

Elaine Butler - datamanager @ wdvta.org.uk 

Main items in this issue:- 
p8 Dick Greenaway’s citizen science 

p2 New committee & AGM p8 Happy Arbor Day 
p4 Shakespeare’s Trees p9 Then and Now 
p4 The meaning of Trees p10 Where is it? 
p5 Profile – Sarah Hanson p10 Sculptures 
p6 Heritage Walnuts p11 Fee’s Quiz 
p7 Species in Focus - Walnut p12 Endpiece & References 

 
 

Events – May - August 2016 

� No dates set for the coming months, but a couple of visits are being planned. 

For up-to-date information - see the events page on our website – wdvta.org.uk/events.php 
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NEW COMMITTEE 

Executive Officers: 
Chairman:  Alison Griffin (see photo) 
Vice-chairman:  Jane Sellwood 
Secretary;   Kerry Clissold 
Treasurer:   Derek Oxbrough 

Other committee members: 

Elaine Butler (Data Manager; Tree Watch Editor) Sarah Hanson 

Martin Haslam (Events Group) Cathy Harris 

Stephen Loyd (Tree Warden Coordinator; Ruscombe Coordinator) Stephen Radford 

Stephanie McKay (Schools Liaison) Coralie Ramsey 

Linda Martin (Woodley Coordinator) Michael Rea 

Maggie Sanderson (Hospitality; Hurst Coordinator) Barbara Stagles 

Fee Young (Winnersh Coordinator) Liz Wild 

 

NEWS FROM THE AGM Alison Griffin 

For those of you that were not able to come to the AGM in March, we have news!  Since Barbara stepped 
down, several years ago, we have been without two key Officer roles in the Committee, the Chairman and 
the Vice-chairman.  After many discussions and no other offers, we put a proposal to the AGM for me to 
be the new Chairman, Jane Sellwood to become the Vice-chairman and Derek Oxbrough to replace me as 
Treasurer with Kerry remaining as Secretary.  This proposal was accepted, and so I am writing now as 
your new Chairman.  I am very pleased that all the committee members from last year have agreed to 
stay and we have also welcomed Cathy Harris to committee. 

At the AGM I had prepared a few posters with pieces of tree-related news that I thought would be of 
interest, and I have summarised these for Tree Watch for those of you that were not able to come to 
the AGM, or were not able to read the posters.  [See below] 

Last year we again recorded many more trees across the borough and also made significant progress in 
taking photographs of trees which previously had none.  Several parishes/towns are close to the end of 
their survey.  If you don't have plans for some surveying or photographing this year, would you like to 
offer to help elsewhere.  We are always grateful for volunteers; just get in touch with me or Elaine. 

Ash die-back 

There have been three recent items of news about chalara.  The bad news is that a case has been 
identified in the Warburg nature reserve near Henley which means that it is spreading and is getting 
close to us.  Please be on the look out and do report any cases you see. 

Dr Glynn Percival has spoken at two of our events and in the Daily Telegraph on February 21st there was 
the following report:  ‘A newly developed "enriched biochar", which combines a purified form of charcoal 
with fungi, seaweed and worm casts could help ash trees resist devastating ash dieback, according to 
research by tree and shrub care company Bartlett Tree Experts.  A study by the company's research 
labs on 2,000 established ash trees over three years in Essex found that while a third of the established 
trees monitored have become infected with chalara, none of the 20 trees which had enriched biochar 
applied to their roots were hit.’  

There is another piece of good news too with the recent report that the John Innes centre in Norfolk 
has identified an ash tree that has strong tolerance against the disease.  They have found that: ‘infection 
rates vary greatly between woodlands, indicating that some trees have higher levels of tolerance to the 
disease than others.  However, the researchers also note that the frequency of trees with tolerance to 
ash dieback throughout the UK is thought to be just 1-5%.  The research team has raised the possibility 
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that ash seedlings could be used to selectively breed tolerant strains of trees with which to replant the 
landscape.’  [See Tree Watch #28 p12] 

Tree connections with the First World War 

Two links between trees and WW1 have struck me over the last year.  The first was one Kerry and Martin 
highlighted. 

The “Last Tree” is the only surviving hornbeam tree in Delville Wood.  During the battle (part of the 
Battle of the Somme) to capture the wood from the German Army, the German artillery shelled the 
British-held position to a pulp.  The artillery shells splintered and smashed virtually every tree until the 
wood was almost completely destroyed.  This single hornbeam tree is the only tree that survived the 
shelling more or less intact and it has continued to grow since the war.  The trunk is studded with shards 
of metal artillery shell casing.  This is a photograph, from summer 2006, on the Deville Wood website. 

Delville Wood was militarily important, as it was a point from which 
artillery attacks could be launched on the enemy.  Securing it 
would also help defend the Allies right flank.  It was eventually 
taken but at such a high cost that it could only ever be seen as 
Pyrrhic victory.  As well as the horrific loss of life, the 
devastation of the landscape was so 
great that the wood was almost 
completely erased – with only the single 
hornbeam tree left standing. 

That symbol of life in the midst of so much death has since become the 
inspiration for a memorial wood at the National Memorial Arboretum.  Deputy 
curator James Shallcross, explained: "We grew the trees for the memorial 
wood from seed which came from the Delville tree.  The wood was completely 
flattened and the only tree growing when the battle finished was this one 
hornbeam.” (Extract from the Burton Mail, local paper to the National 
Arboretum). 

The Verdun Oak 

The second connection of trees and WW1 is the Verdun Oak which the Woodland Trust publicised earlier 
this year.  Information on their website includes:   

“More than 400,000 French and German lives were lost in the longest running battle of the First World 
War.  Verdun’s oak and chestnut forests were devastated, and still today bear the scars of the conflict.  
185,000 hectares of forest were destroyed - an area of land bigger than Surrey.  After the fighting 
ended, acorns were collected from the battlefields and planted in our towns as a tribute to the fallen.  
Why and how the acorns came to the UK is an unfolding story and one we would love to complete.” 

“One story suggests that Lord John French, who led the British into Northern Europe in 1915, took a 
handful of acorns to commemorate the stand the French had made at the Battle of Verdun.  There are 
also reports that the Mayor of Verdun sent a box of acorns to the London and North West Railway 
Company (LNWR) in early 1917 to be sold for the benefit of 
the War Seal Foundation, a charity which supported ex-
servicemen and their families.  Sample boxes were sent to 
mayors in towns and cities along the route of the railway.” 

The Woodland Trust are very interested in trying to locate as 
many of the oak trees that have been grown from the ‘Verdun 
Acorns’ as possible and are asking people interested in local 
history to help with this research.  Their website has a few 
locations identified, none close to Wokingham.  One is in 
Lichfield near to the National Arboretum.  “In Lichfield’s 
Garden of Remembrance a plaque marks a lone oak which is Photo: J Faulconbridge/WTM 
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identified as originating from Verdun.  The plaque states "this oak tree was donated by Mr M Knights.  It 
was grown from the original tree which stood on this site and which was grown from an acorn brought 
from Verdun in the Great World War 1914-1918.”  The Lichfield Mercury reports in 1917 that the mayor 
of Lichfield received two acorns and a chestnut from the LNWR which he had hoped to plant in the 
museum grounds.”  
 

SHAKESPEARE’S TREES Sheila Crowson 

The celebration of four hundred years since his death has shone a light on Shakespeare’s influence in so 
many ways: in theatre, opera, ballet, and even comedy.  But one of his legacies is a vivid description of 
how people lived.  He grew up as a country boy and the wildflower meadows and woods would be a stone’s 
throw from where he lived.  His interest and delight in the natural world shines in his plays.  

He not only mentions flowers but also trees:  oak, willow, pine, hawthorn, yew, elm, elder, ash, birch and 
aspen.  Oaks are frequently mentioned, and where used indicate how very closely he observed them:  

“Under an oak, whose boughs were moss’d with age 
And high top bald with dry antiquity.”  (As You Like It)  

Shakespeare mentions one historic oak in a forest not far from us: 

“There is an old tale goes that Herne the Hunter 
Sometime a keeper here in Windsor Forest 
Doth all the winter time at still midnight 
Walk round about an oak with great ragged horns.  (The Merry Wives of Windsor). 

He lived in a time of superstitions and fears, with beliefs in fairies, witches, poison brews and love 
potions.  Puck states : 

“All their elves for fear 
Creep into acorn cups and hid them there.”  (A Midsummer’s Night Dream) 

This gives an indication of the size of his fairies. 

Acorns are mentioned five times in the plays.  

Willow is mentioned more often than any tree except the oak.  Shakespeare used it as a symbol for 
forsaken love: poor Ophelia, clambered to hang her garlands on its branch, fell and drowned when it 
broke: 

“There is a grows aslant the brook, 
That shews its hoary leaves in the grassy stream.”  (Hamlet) 

The trees Shakespeare knew are still familiar to us, although several, like the elm and ash, now suffer 
from terrible blights which might make them less familiar to future generations. 

NB  Sheila wrote an equally interesting piece about Shakespeare’s flowers in the April EEG newsletter.  See p12. 
 

‘THE MEANING OF TREES’           Alison Griffin 

Did you hear the Radio 3 series ‘The Essay’ last year when Fiona Stafford gave a series of short talks 
each one about a specific species of tree?   

They were very interesting and series 2 is still available on the BBC iplayer if you want to hear them.  I 
wrote to Professor Stafford to ask if she had any transcripts or if she was thinking of creating a book.  
She is!  Her book will be called ‘The Long, Long Life of Trees’ and is due to be published later this year.  
The publicity statement includes: ‘Brimming with unusual topics and intriguing facts, this book 
celebrates trees and their long, long lives as our inspiring and beloved natural companions’ so it will be 
something to look out for in the autumn. 
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PROFILE – SARAH HANSON 

Sarah joined our committee a few years ago and since she is a tree officer for Reading Borough Council, 
she provides us with a valuable insight into that side of tree issues.  I’m sure you’ll enjoy reading her 
profile. 

 

I can’t claim to have grown up surrounding myself with 
nature (albeit we did often play in the woods), 
although living behind Dinton Pastures, I did have bird 
watching forced upon me.  Other than that, my only 
interest as a young child was collecting snails with my 
best friend and making a home for them. 

However, in my teens I did develop a healthy respect 
for nature and animals, taking part in environmental 
and anti-animal cruelty campaigns.  By 16, I was 
adamant that I would have a career with animals and 
was determined to be an RSPCA Inspector.  With this 
in mind, Biology was one of my A levels and (given you 
couldn’t apply to be an Inspector until the age of 22), 
I subsequently completed a degree in Environmental 
Biology (Ecology & Conservation), focusing very much 
on animal subjects.  Plants were completely boring and 
I avoided as many plant related modules as possible (I 
may have some regret about that now!).  On leaving 
University, I worked part time at a local animal rescue 
and did some work experience at a vets (as well as 
having a part time job that actually paid something).  
I had my application ready for the RSPCA and posted 
it on my 22nd birthday.  I was eventually invited for an 
interview by which time personal circumstances meant 
the idea of being sent anywhere in England and Wales 
(no choice) was not feasible.  Now what?  As with many other post-graduates, I ended up in a ‘proper’ job 
not really related to by degree – nutritional analysis (lab based work), which was not for me long term.   

The job at Reading Borough Council dealing with TPOs and trees & development came up in 1999 so I 
thought I would give it go and pretend I liked trees (I did very much appreciate nature then so was happy 
to try and save that from development).  I knew very little but somehow managed to get the job!  To my 
surprise I enjoyed the work and the more I learnt about trees, the more I wanted to learn – perhaps 
plants weren’t that boring after all!  Unknown to my employers, I studied and entered myself for the 
Level 2 Certificate in Arboriculture in 2011 and passed with no problems; hence RBC agreed to fund the 
Level 4 Diploma in Arboriculture, which I passed in 2013.  Over the last 16 years I have realised that 
there is always more to learn and anyone who thinks they know it all about trees has even more to learn! 

Trees are emotive things and dealing with them certainly comes with challenges.  Some days I go home 
from work in despair thinking there is no hope for the human race, but other days I realise that a lot of 
people out there actually do care.  Trees are so important, as I once tried to convince a neighbour of an 
Oak tree when I would not allow a huge crown reduction, who said: “I’m a human, I breathe, I have 
complex thoughts, I have more rights than a tree”.  I did remind her that 1) the tree was there for at 
least 100 years before she bought her house and 2) we would all not be here if it wasn’t for trees (I 
resisted the temptation to tell her how useful I find oxygen to be). 

If only I had a pound for every time someone said “I like trees, but…’. 

Sarah Hanson 
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HERITAGE WALNUTS 

In the November 2015 issue, I featured an RHS call for information on 
heritage walnut varieties planted in southern England.  This elicited an email 
from John Bilton, who is coordinating the search.  He found our Tree Watch 
article during a routine web search and was pleased we had highlighted his 
search, but unfortunately it has not yielded any leads.  He sent us the 
following update.  Life would be so much easier if proper records were kept!  
If you have any information about walnut trees in Wokingham or anywhere 
else, please let me now.  John is currently particular interested in any walnuts 
in London, Twickenham or France! 

SEARCH FOR HERITAGE WALNUT VARIETIES               John Bilton 

Nick Dunn and I were up in the Essex/Suffolk area and in Kent for two days in February 2016 collecting 
graft wood from walnut trees of (predominantly) known provenance.  We found good specimens of the 
following prizewinning walnuts: Champion of Ixworth; Stutton Seedling; Parisienne; Meylanaise; 
Northdown Clawnut & Bardwell.  Previously, Nick had been able to graft the Excelsior of Taynton walnut 
from its original source.  The rather weak growing Lady Irene exists in the excellent Bradbourne House 
walnut collection.  I would strongly recommend a visit there at fruiting time.  The comparison between 
the American lateral bearers and the English nuts was most interesting to see last year.  We have tried 
to identify the rare Stowlangtoft variety with one bit of collection work but much more research is 
required before we can be certain.  Anecdotal information led us to some beautiful and very old walnut 
trees from which graft wood has been taken and these subjects now require identification.  One 
particular venerable tree in Ixworth (but not Champion of Ixworth) was notable both for its age and 
productivity last year.  The nut was of exceptionally sweet quality. 

I am presently trying to find information on some 
East Malling derived nuts that were sent to Wye 
College in 1957.  I am also trying to locate 
specimens of the famous Secrett walnut variety, 
which is proving elusive.  The Secrett name is a 
very famous one in the horticultural world.  The 
Secrett estate was based at the Marsh Farm site 
initially, so it will be interesting to survey the area 
to see whether any trees survive.  I don't think 
Syon House has any J.regia, although I might be 
wrong.  The references to the farm site mention 
the area of Craneford Way, Egerton Road and Cole 
Park Road (which have long since become housing 
estates). 

If we include the graft wood collection this year, Nick Dunn will have been able to save the bulk of the 
1935 prize-winners.  However his salutary warning to me was that this project will take us five years to 
complete, so prospective walnut growers will have to be a bit patient.  We are only in the second year of 
the scaling up process.  If I was able to pin down the trials information from 1935 more accurately our 
identification problems would be considerably eased.  Karen Russell (ex-EMRS), Joan Morgan and Clive 
Simms and Alan Olley have been of great assistance to us in this search. 

The most fascinating part of this venture is the discovery of so many venerable and beautiful walnut 
trees and the meetings with so many kind and enthusiastic people in the process!  One such chance 
encounter in Stratford St Mary near Dedham, resulted in our collecting graft wood from a truly 
spectacular walnut tree from a site built by Flemish weavers in the 1620s.  The old garden was graced by 
a very knotted black mulberry and we were able to take plenty of truncheon wood for propagation.  I had 
collected a large sample of authentic Stutton Seedling nuts from Boxted, so we were able to compare 
them with the crop and the match was pretty close.  We will be able now to introduce that lovely variety 
back to its original location.  
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SPECIES IN FOCUS – WALNUT (JUGLANS REGIA & JUGLANS NIGRA) 

12 miscellaneous facts about Walnut trees 

1. Juglans regia is the Persian, English or common 
Walnut; an old world species native to mountain 
ranges of Central Asia, from the Balkans to SW 
China.  Widely cultivated across Europe, it was 
introduced by the Romans or earlier.  English 
colonists took it to the Americas in C 17th. 

2. Juglans nigra, the black or eastern black walnut, is 
native to North America and was introduced into 
Europe in 1629.  It’s a pioneer species and a 
common weed tree along roadsides in eastern 
USA.  Nuts are harvested from wild trees 
especially in Missouri, where they are processed 
as food ingredients. 

3. There are 21 species of walnuts, with J. regia and 
J. nigra being the two most commercially important species.  They all produce wood and edible seeds 
(nuts), but nuts of the black walnut (J. nigra) are difficult to extract from their husks.  J. regia is 
the species most usually cultivated commercially for its nuts. 

4. The top five producers of walnuts are China, Iran, USA, Turkey and Mexico.  In 2012 about 3 million 
tonnes of walnuts (with shell) were produced, with China producing 
1,700,000 tonnes.   

5. The best wood is at the base of the tree, so walnuts are often dug up 
for timber, rather than felled. 

6. Walnut is from the Old English wealhhnutu meaning ‘foreign nut’ and 
Juglans is a contraction of Jōvis glans, 'nut of Jupiter’. 

7. Most walnuts species are dichogamous, i.e produce pollen first and 
then the female pistils OR  pistils first and then pollen.. 

8. Walnuts secrete juglone (C10H6O3.) which is toxic to many other plants 
and insect herbivores; hence sparse growth under walnut trees.  It is 
found is all parts of the tree and has been used in herbicides, dyes and 
traditional medicines.  Horses can develop laminitis from eating walnut 
leaves or exposure to walnut wood in their bedding. 

9. Black walnut wood is valuable.  US forestry officials track down walnut 
poachers.  DNA has been used to confirm one case involving a tree 16m 
tall and worth $2,500. 

10. The two photos here are of the black walnut tree in Marble Hill Park, 
Twickenham, taken in 2007.  Claimed to be the third largest and oldest 
in the country, it was planted about 1720 when the house was being 

built for Henrietta Howard, mistress of George II.  The tree may have come from the Earl of Ilay 
who owned a celebrated collection of imported North American trees.  It’s girth was 5.25m at 1.2m in 
1979 and 5.78m at 1.5m in 2001. 

11. There is a lovely hollow ancient common walnut in Spain, with a girth of 10m (at 1.3m in 2008) – see it 
at http://www.monumentaltrees.com/db/11/full/11715.jpg (image is copyright). 

12. We don’t have any walnuts in our Veteran Tree Database, but do have one historically significant one 
in our Commemorative & Special Tree list (W056). 
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DICK GREENAWAY’S  CITIZEN SCIENCE  Alison Griffin 

I have been really enjoying this slow-burning spring and 
today was delighted with seeing the first swift flying 
over our garden.  The weather is not the only reason the 
spring has seemed slow to me as I was spurred into 
action from the request from Dick Greenaway to watch 
when the oak trees burst and to measure the rising 
mains water temperature as he thinks that when that 
reaches 10 degrees C, the oaks burst.  So every day 
from late March I was taking the water temperature and 
watching the oak trees around our house and along all 
the roads in Wokingham as I was driving by.  I kept 
thinking that the buds would burst but they took an age, 
and some trees are even now not very far out at all.  For 
the record, I spotted one tree on Barkham Ride that had burst on March 31st, the Reading Road oaks 

were mostly burst on April 7th, but it took another week 
before the trees around my house and the Finchampstead 
Road oaks were out.  Even now at the end of the April, as 
you can see from the photographs, the oaks are not fully 
out.  As to Dick’s hypothesis, I don’t think ground water 
temperature is the only trigger for the oak as I have seen 
too many oak trees close together that have burst at quite 
different times.  I hope we will hear from Dick later in the 
year when he has feedback from the people who took up his 
challenge. 

 

HAPPY ARBOR DAY!                         Fee Young 

While surfing Twitter I came across people wishing each other 
Happy National Arbor Day, a U.S. celebration.  This lead me to 
read many articles about countries that have special day or week 
to celebrate trees.[1]  Here in the U.K. we have celebrated National 
Tree Week since 1975.  Wouldn't it be great if the U.K. had a 
public holiday called Arbor Day! 

It is believed that the first tree planting festival was celebrated 
in 1594 organised by the mayor of Mondonedo, a spanish village.  
Now known as Alameda de los Remedios, limes and horse chestnut 
trees are still planted there.  The first known Arbor Day was in 1805 in the small Spanish village 
Villanueva de la Sierra.  The villagers planted a poplar tree on Carnival Tuesday after the local priest had 
given mass.  A three day revelry ensued! 

Moving East across the globe our whistle stop tour starts in the Americas.  Brazil’s Festa Anual das 
Arvores (Festival of Trees) is celebrated twice in the last week in March for the northern states and in 
the week beginning the 21st September for the southern states.[2]  The Canadians hold two tree 
celebrations: National Forest Week in the last week of September and Maple Leaf Day on the last 
Wednesday of September.  President Nixon may be remembered for Watergate, but he declared in 1970 
that there should be a National Arbor Day on the last Friday of April.  The Americans also hold National 
Tree Dressing Day on the first weekend of December and each state has an Arbor Day celebrating their 
state tree.  When this day occurs depends on the best time to plant trees.[3] 

In Europe the Netherlands hold a National Tree Festival on the third Wednesday of March.  National 
Forest Day in Bulgaria occurs in the first week of April and the Spanish have venerated trees since 1895 
when King Alfonso planted a pine tree near Madrid.  Their Fiesta del Arbor occurs on March 21. 
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In the Middle East arid conditions don't stop countries from celebrating.  Israel holds the Tu BiShvat 
(New Year for Trees) on the 15th day of the Hebrew month of Shvat.  Tunisian Tree Festival Day is 
November 9.  As part of 'Save Yemen's Flora and Fauna' their Arbor Day changes each year depending 
on the best tree planting weather.  In Jordan their day is January 15. 

Asia:  Japan holds Midori Non (Greenery Day) on May 4.  This day was originally April 29 to celebrate the 
birthday of Emperor Showa who reigned for 62 years and 2 weeks (1928 - 1989).  However, this public 
holiday was renamed in 2007 as Showa Day.  South Korea holds a Tree Loving Week in early April.  India 
holds Van Mahotsav (National Festival of Tree Planting) between 1 & 7 of July.  This day was instigated 
in 1950 by Kanaiyalal Maneklal Munshi the Minister for Agriculture & Food. 

On the African continent Namibia's Arbor Day is the second Friday of October.  Also they choose a 
Tree of the Year which is planted throughout the country.  Arbor Day is July 20th in the Central African 
Republic and South Africa hold their tree annual hugging from September 1 to 7.  Togo's Arbor Day is 1st 
June. 

Let's not forget islanders.  The Virgin Islands hold their day on the last Friday of September and it is 
the first Friday of November for Western Samoa.  Barbados loves their trees on January 15th.  The 
Commonwealth of Northern Marianna Islands has a Proclamation of Arbor Day in the last week of 
September followed by Arbor Day on 1st October.  The whole of October is Arbor Month. 

This brief tour across the world demonstrates that trees are revered by many countries.  Next time you 
go on holiday abroad maybe you should visit during Arbor Day/Week and tell them about our association 
and our love for trees. 

 

THEN AND NOW …..    MRN 4504 in 2010 and 2016 

 

MRN 4504 is a horse chestnut 
(Aesculus hippocastanum) with a 
girth of 3.15m (at 1.5m) in October 
2010.  It‘s in an avenue of mainly 
lime trees alongside the drive to 
Cantley House in Wokingham Town. 

This tree is the fourth tree from 
the road on the north side of the 
drive.  It is particularly gratifying 
that it has survived because the 
smaller matching tree – fourth in 
from the road on the south side - 
was felled in 2012 (MRN 4503 – 
below - it suffered from bleeding 
canker when measured in 2010). 
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WHERE IS IT? 

Do you know where this tree is?  Answer in the next issue. 

It’s not in Wokingham, but you may have seen it on a WDVTA 
organised walk. 

 

SCULPTURES 

You may have seen the public consultation to decide which pieces of artwork should be erected in the 
new Montague Park housing development in south Wokingham.  The plan is to have 3 installations: at the 
entrance to the site on London Road, at the recreational open space (SANG) and within the new 
neighbourhood centre.  The consultation has now closed, but you can see the options on the South 
Wokingham development website (see page 12).  Some of the options are tree-related, with oak and 
acorns reflecting the town’s name.  Reactions to the suggestions have been very mixed; from “all the 
designs are hideous …. why not have a real oak tree” to “what a great initiative –I like them all”.  The 
chosen pieces should be installed later this summer. 

Carving dead trees is quite popular and we have some nice examples locally.  Previously featured in Tree 
Watch are ‘The Duck and the World’ sculpture in Earley and ‘The Story-Telling Chair’ at the Hawthorns 

Veteran Tree Veteran Tree Veteran Tree Veteran Tree 
Survey snapshotSurvey snapshotSurvey snapshotSurvey snapshot    

17171717    
towns/parishes in 

Wokingham 

416416416416    
average number of 
trees recorded per 

parish 

6666    
parishes have recorded 
more than the average 

2222        
parishes have recorded 

>1000 trees 
(Wokingham Town & 

Shinfield) 

3333    
parishes have 500-1000 

records (Arborfield, 
Barkham & Earley) 

1111    
parish has <100 

(Twyford) 

 

From the last issue:- 

I’m sure many of you got this one.  
It’s the Bound Oak of Arborfield - 
MRN 4197.  It marked the boundary 
between Arborfield & Swallowfield., 
and is shown on the 1876 6” OS Map.  
The trunk was burnt out years ago, 
but the tree survives. 
On our website there’s a link from 
our record to the excellent 
Arborfield Local History Society 
webpage about the Bound Oak with 
details of a couple of circular walks 
that pass it (one is stile-free).  
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School (see documents associated with MRN 1188 & 151).  These 
were carved in 2009 and 2012 respectively.  Mick O’Callaghan 
sent me this photo from the late 1980s of a totem pole carved 
from an old Cedar scheduled for felling.  It was carved by Nigel 
Sarsden who was then working at Cliveden.  It is (or was) at 
Polehampton Infant School in Twyford.  Is it still there?  
There’s no mention of it on their website. 

Malcolm Inglis, our webmaster, recommends a visit to “a 
gorgeous sculpture park near Dorchester called ‘Sculpture by 
the Lakes’ (www.sculpturebythelakes.co.uk). The artworks 
(example below) are all by one man - Simon Gudgeon - and the 
landscaping is by Monique Gudgeon who has exhibited at 
Chelsea.  They have several varieties of oak on site - the 

majority are English oak but, according 
to the  eponymous book, they also have 
Red oak, Portuguese oak, Holm oak, 
Tucker oak, Bear oak, Bluejack oak and 
Interior live oak.  A great place to go if 
you're visiting Dorset.  It needs at 
least half a day.” 

That sounds worth visiting for the oaks 
alone – I hadn’t heard of some of them. 

 

 

 

 

This month’s quiz  

from Fee Young  

is a word search:   

(solution in the next issue) 

 

Words can go up, down, left, 
right, diagonally and backwards. 

 

Enjoy! 
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DOES THIS REMIND YOU OF ANYONE? 

Apparently a lot of people think it resembles Nigel Farage 

I haven’t been able to find out anything about the tree – 
except that it’s probably in Barnett. 

RECOMMENDED WEBSITES 

www.arborfieldhistory.org.uk – Arborfield Local History 
Society 

www.forestry.gov.uk/ashdieback – latest information about 
ash dieback 

www.delvillewood.com/wood.htm – Delville Wood, Longueval, 
Somme, France 

www.wokingham.gov.uk/south-wokingham-development – with 
link to public art for Montague Park 

www.earleyenvironmentalgroup.co.uk/Newsletter/Newsletter.asp – April 2016 – Shakespeare’s flowers 

www.monumentaltrees.com/en/ – an inventory of big and old trees worldwide 

Some sources used in this issue: 
p2:(AGM posters) : http://www.forestry.gov.uk/chalara; http://www.treecouncil.org.uk/Press-News/New-research-offers-hope-on-ash-dieback 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/environment/12167224/New-hope-for-tackling-ash-dieback-as-researchers-claim-charcoal-treatment-makes-
trees-more-resilient.html; http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01p8szx/episodes/guide 
htt ps://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/support-us/support-an-appeal/centenary-woods/stories-and-memories/verdun-oaks/ 
http://www.bbowt.org.uk/news/2016/04/11/ash-dieback-warburg-nature-reserve 
p4:Shakespeare’s Wild Flowers, Fairy Lore, Gardens, Herbs,.. ... by Eleanour Sinclair Rohde; Shakespeare’s Flowers by Jessica Kerr.  
p6: (all accessed 13-May-2016) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juglans;  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juglans_regia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juglans_nigra;  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juglone;  http://www.kew.org/science-conservation/plants-fungi/juglans-
nigra-black-walnut; https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/visiting-woods/trees-woods-and-wildlife/british-trees/common-non-native-trees/walnut/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henrietta_Howard,_Countess_of_Suffolk; 
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/gbr/england/greaterlondon/7441_marblehillhouse/15811/ 
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/trees/juglansregia/records/; http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/trees/easternblackwalnut/records/ 
English Heritage information board at Marble Hill (01-Oct-2007) 
p8: (all accessed on 30-Apr-2016)   1 https://www.arborday.org;www.ramanbajwa.com/Arbor-Day-Around-The-World(2670245).htm;  
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbor_day;   2 https://eco4u.wordpress.com/tag/festa-anual-das-arvores/;  
3 http://arbor-day.net/arbor-day-state-by-state-dates.htm  

Images may be subject to copyright, so please do not reproduce any without checking first. 

The views and opinions expressed in Tree Watch are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor or 
the official policy or position of the Wokingham District Veteran Tree Association. 

Don’t forget:  The latest database and all the latest files relating to the survey are on the Yahoo site: 
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/WDVTA/info 

 

Details of all trees in our database are available via the web map pages:  wdvta.org.uk/WDVTS  

    Finally, and moFinally, and moFinally, and moFinally, and most importantly, st importantly, st importantly, st importantly,     

THANK YOU  THANK YOU  THANK YOU  THANK YOU   to everyone who is out there recording our trees. to everyone who is out there recording our trees. to everyone who is out there recording our trees. to everyone who is out there recording our trees.    

We wouldn’t have a database without you.We wouldn’t have a database without you.We wouldn’t have a database without you.We wouldn’t have a database without you.    

“The problem with Wikipedia is it only works in practice.   
In theory it’s a total disaster.” 

Jimmy Wales, co-founder of Wikipedia (Radio 4; 06-Oct-14) 


